Meeting held at Cannington on Monday, 4 March 2019

WEATHER: Fine    TRACK: Good    KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.20pm
Stewards: Mr S Jones, Mr C Kerr, Ms E Alessandrino
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr J Moore
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 3 FANTASTIC JOEY (31.7kgs), Race 7 RUBY’S CHAPTA (27.6kgs)
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Transferred: Race 4 JIMBO (28/2)
LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R37(2) - Race 8 CANUTE’S LAW x 7 days (6.05pm)
R37(2) - Race 10 CANYA FAB x 7 days (6.15pm)
SATISFACTORY TRIALS: R71 - Race 1 CROCODILE FLOW x 1 Solo
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 4 CRASH BANDICOOT, Race 6 CANDY SHOP, Race 9 ZAFONIC FORCE

STEWARDS ADVICE:
In accordance with the Hot Weather Policy, Stewards declared tonight's race meeting at Cannington to be "Hot Weather Affected", given the forecast temperature of 39 degrees Celsius. As a result kennelling was delayed to commence at 5.30pm with Race 1 scheduled to commence at 6.45pm, Race 2 at 7.06pm, Race 3 at 7.27pm, Race 4 at 7.43pm, Race 5 at 8.00pm, Race 6 at 8.15pm, Race 7 at 8.37pm, Race 8 at 9.00pm, Race 9 at 9.16pm, Race 10 at 9.37pm, Race 11 at 9.52pm and Race 12 at 10.07pm.

Club officials were reminded of their obligations in respect to turning the air conditioning on prior to 9am on race day. The car park was watered prior to the greyhounds arriving on course to ensure their safety and well being. During kennelling, Stewards carried out transport and trailer inspections. All were found to be in a satisfactory condition with there being no requirement to issue any directives.

The Heat Policy was applied to tonight's race meeting. Several measures were taken to limit and moderate all greyhounds' exposure to these conditions. These included but were not limited to, greyhounds went straight to the starting boxes for all races (no parading), greyhounds did not return to the dais after racing, greyhounds were held in the air-conditioned kennels for at least 20 minutes after competing; under the observation of the O.T.V, greyhounds were not loaded into their transport vehicles until leaving immediately thereafter, barking muzzles are fully prohibited in greyhound racing and ample hydration and cooling practises were implemented both at kennelling time and during the race meeting.

No cases of Heat Stress were reported to Stewards or signs of distress, due to the heat, were observed by the O.T.V.

The Heat Policy was lifted by the O.T.V. after Race 9.

Race 1 - Maiden/Country/275 - Maiden - 6:45 PM
(275M): CROCODILE FLOW & HELLO I'M CIPHER began quickly. RED ELECTRICAL began slowly. GEORGIE & CLARITA TWEDO collided soon after the start. JONSEY & GEORGIE collided approaching the first turn. CLIFTON FLYER galloped on the heels of CROCODILE FLOW approaching the first turn, CROCODILE FLOW fell, failed to finish due to injury and under R71 has been placed on a Solo Satisfactory Trial, CLIFTON FLYER lost ground. HELLO I'M CIPHER & GLOBAL GIRL collided approaching the first turn. JONSEY & GEORGIE collided approaching the first turn. WHAT A QUESTION galloped on the heels of WINLOCK SAL approaching the first turn. WINLOCK SAL & CRYMELON RIP collided soon after the start. SIMPLY SOPHIE, SOUTH ALABAMA, WHAT A QUESTION, WINLOCK SAL & CRYMELON RIP collided approaching the first turn. SOUTH ALABAMA & WHAT A QUESTION collided approaching the first turn. WHAT A QUESTION galloped on the heels of WINLOCK SAL approaching the first turn. WINLOCK SAL checked off the heels of CRYMELON RIP on the first turn. WHAT A QUESTION checked off the heels of WINLOCK SAL on the first turn. WINLOCK SAL checked off the heels of SOUTH ALABAMA approaching the home turn. MARYVILLE raced wide in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that CROCODILE FLOW had a right hindleg sartorius muscle injury (pencil/whip) and has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 2 - Novice/Country/275 - Novice - 7:06 PM
(275M): ROCK TO LOVE began quickly. WAYLON Gundi & MARYVILLE began slowly. SOUTH ALABAMA & MARYVILLE collided soon after the start. WINLOCK SAL & CRYMELON RIP collided soon after the start. SIMPLY SOPHIE, SOUTH ALABAMA, WHAT A QUESTION, WINLOCK SAL & CRYMELON RIP collided approaching the first turn. SOUTH ALABAMA & WHAT A QUESTION collided approaching the first turn. WHAT A QUESTION galloped on the heels of WINLOCK SAL approaching the first turn. WINLOCK SAL checked off the heels of CRYMELON RIP on the first turn. WHAT A QUESTION checked off the heels of WINLOCK SAL on the first turn. WINLOCK SAL checked off the heels of SOUTH ALABAMA approaching the home turn. MARYVILLE raced wide in the home straight.
Race 3 - Grade 5/Country/275 - Grade 5 - 7:27 PM
(275M): EM'S LIL GEM, RICKSWAY MILLIE, HOLD IT TOGETHER & MOLLY MONELLI began quickly. EM'S LIL GEM & RICKSWAY MILLIE collided soon after the start. WAGTAIL MAVIS & NINJA MITTENS collided soon after the start. HELLO I'M RONGO & MOLLY MONELLI collided soon after the start. FANTASTIC JOEY & WAGTAIL MAVIS collided approaching the first turn, WAGTAIL MAVIS lost ground. HOLD IT TOGETHER & MOLLY MONELLI collided approaching the first turn. NINJA MITTENS & MOLLY MONELLI collided approaching the first turn. WAGTAIL MAVIS checked off the heels of HELLO I'M RONGO approaching the home turn. WAGTAIL MAVIS shifted out and raced wide on the home turn. FANTASTIC JOEY checked off the heels of MOLLY MONELLI and collided heavily with HELLO I'M RONGO in the home straight. FANTASTIC JOEY & HELLO I'M RONGO lost ground.

Race 4 - Mixed 4/5/6 (mid Dist)/Country/600 - Mixed 4/5/6 (mid Dist) - 7:43 PM
(600M): SURF TORQUE began quickly. GO GETTEM NITRO began slowly. JUMP IN LINE & SOUTH SERPENT collided approaching the first turn. SURF TORQUE & SOUTH SERPENT collided approaching the first turn. JUMP IN LINE & SOUTH SERPENT collided on the first turn and in the home straight the first time around. SOUTH SERPENT checked off the heels of JUMP IN LINE in the home straight the first time around. SURF TORQUE & GO GETTEM NITRO collided on the third turn. SURF TORQUE & SOUTH SERPENT collided approaching the fourth turn, SURF TORQUE lost ground. SOUTH SERPENT checked off the heels of JUMP IN LINE in the home straight.

Race 5 - Grade 5/Country/380 - Grade 5 - 8:00 PM
(380M): SHINBONER MAGIC began quickly. EVER THE SAME began slowly. VIENNA CHARM & JELLY BABY collided soon after the start. HELLO I'M STEWIE shifted out and raced wide soon after the start. HELLO I'M DOM checked off the heels of HELLO I'M STEWIE soon after the start. VIENNA CHARM checked off the heels of JELLY BABY on the first turn. VIENNA CHARM & EVER THE SAME collided on the first turn. EVER THE SAME checked off the heels of HELLO I'M DOM on the first turn. VIENNA CHARM checked off the heels of HELLO I'M DOM on the first turn. JELLY BABY & NIGHT CHARM collided in the back straight, JELLY BABY lost ground and collided with HELLO I'M DOM. JELLY BABY & EVER THE SAME collided on the home turn. HELLO I'M DOM checked off the heels of EVER THE SAME on the home turn. SCARLET'S SECRET & HELLO I'M STEWIE collided in the home straight.

Race 6 - Mixed 5/6/Country/520 - Mixed 5/6 - 8:15 PM
(520M): NYMPH MONELLI began quickly. MJOLNIRS MIGHT began slowly. SWEET TREAT & SHINBONER collided soon after the start. NYMPH MONELLI & HELLO I'M BUGSY collided soon after the start. MJOLNIRS MIGHT checked off the heels of CANDY SHOP soon after the start. SWEET TREAT, HELLO I'M BUGSY & MJOLNIRS MIGHT collided approaching the first turn. MJOLNIRS MIGHT checked off the heels of LIP SYNC approaching the first turn. SHINBONER & NYMPH MONELLI collided approaching the first turn. HELLO I'M BUGSY & MJOLNIRS MIGHT collided on the first turn. SWEET TREAT hit the inside rail, stumbled and lost ground on the first turn. HELLO I'M BUGSY & MJOLNIRS MIGHT collided on the second turn. BLACK GOSHAWK checked off the heels of CANDY SHOP approaching the home turn. SHINBONER & MJOLNIRS MIGHT collided on the home turn. MJOLNIRS MIGHT checked off the heels of SHINBONER in the home straight.

SWEET TREAT was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 7 - Free For All (s)/Country/275 - Free For All (s) - 8:37 PM
(275M): ORIENTAL OWEN & KAOS BE COOL began quickly. PEYTON PLACE began slowly. KAOS BE COOL & RUBY'S CHAPTA collided soon after the start, RUBY'S CHAPTA lost ground. BOW GUNDI & BRUTAL LOMAR collided several times on the first turn. IRON BRU checked off the heels of BRUTAL LOMAR on the first turn. PEYTON PLACE checked off the heels of VEE BEE MATE approaching the home turn. VEE BEE MATE checked off the heels of BRUTAL LOMAR approaching the home turn. KAOS BE COOL checked off the heels of ORIENTAL OWEN in the home straight. IRON BRU checked off the heels of PEYTON PLACE in the home straight. RUBY'S CHAPTA checked off the heels of VEE BEE MATE in the home straight.

Race 8 - Grade 4/Country/275 - Grade 4 - 9:00 PM
(275M): KABAL began quickly. TOO DARDY began slowly. KABAL & WHITE MINION collided soon after the start and several times approaching the first turn. NEO HA HA, TOO DARDY, ASA TORPEDO & HELLO ISSY collided approaching the first turn, TOO DARDY & ASA TORPEDO lost ground.
(380M): MAUDE MONELLI & SUNSET VERSACE collided soon after the start. SUNSET VERSACE & EXPLOSIVE SMITH collided soon after the start and on the first turn. COSMIC EVOLUTION & MAUDE MONELLI collided on the home turn. TANOAN CREEK checked off the heels of COSMIC EVOLUTION approaching the finishing line.

Race 10 - Grade 6/Country/275 (1) - Grade 6 - 9:37 PM  
(275M): THERMISTOCLES, CECIL BENZ & COSTLY GIRL began quickly. SPANISH COIN & OLDMate ROSE began slowly. ASPIRE HIGHER & ASSASSIN CREED collided soon after the start and on the first turn. ASPIRE HIGHER checked off the heels of ASSASSIN CREED on the first turn. SPANISH COIN galloped on the heels of ASSASSIN CREED approaching the home turn. SPANISH COIN & ASPIRE HIGHER collided approaching the home turn. ASPIRE HIGHER & OLDMate ROSE collided approaching the home turn. OLDMate ROSE shifted out and raced wide on the home turn. SPANISH COIN checked off the heels of ASSASSIN CREED in the home straight.

Race 11 - Grade 6/Country/275 (2) - Grade 6 - 9:52 PM  
(275M): DYNA IGNIS began quickly. ROLLIE BEXON & ROCKABYE DEMI collided soon after the start. SUNSET MOSCHINO & VINAKA FIJI collided soon after the start. BRITZ & VINAKA FIJI collided approaching the first turn. SUNSET MOSCHINO, VINAKA FIJI & ESABA KIMBA collided several times on the first turn, both lost ground. SUNSET MOSCHINO, VINAKA FIJI & ESABA KIMBA collided on the first turn, ESABA KIMBA lost ground. SUNSET MOSCHINO shifted out and raced wide on the first turn.

Race 12 - Novice/Country/380 - Novice - 10:07 PM  
(380M): RIVERSIDE GEM, FREDDY BE COOL, OAKS VALLEY & GO GETTEM MARLS began quickly. MEARLE GUNDI & ROSIE CRISTALLE began slowly. RIVERSIDE GEM & FREDDY BE COOL collided soon after the start. RIVERSIDE GEM, FREDDY BE COOL, OAKS VALLEY & GO GETTEM MARLS collided on the first turn. MEARLE GUNDI & ROSIE CRISTALLE collided several times on the first turn. RIVERSIDE GEM & FREDDY BE COOL collided on the first turn, FREDDY BE COOL lost ground and collided with MEARLE GUNDI. MEARLE GUNDI & ROSIE CRISTALLE collided several times in the back straight. FREDDY BE COOL checked off the heels of OAKS VALLEY in the home straight.

FINAL.